
For attaching the protector correctly, place it between 
your thumb and your index finger. The side with the thin 
brushes should be pointing inwards. The protector should 
be positioned below the bud of the terminal shoot. It can 
be fixed by latching the two ends with the snap-fastener.
 
ATTENTION: Place the protectors between September 
and March!

TREE PROTECTORS AT A GLANCE 

 Stable, permanent locking system

 The blue color has a deterrent effect on game

 UV resistant

 Consists out of high-quality, technical plastic

 Geometry and material matches all applications

CONSIDERATE FOREST MANAGEMENT, SIMPLE APPLICATION

Make sure that the protector is not too tight, but rather 
loose. With this measure, the growing tree should 
not press the protector open. In addition to that, the 
protector should be positioned in a way that the side 
branches are able to grow.  

Regardless of the weather, the protectors can be placed 
on the trees. Due to this, our tree protectors are a year- 
round clean solution.

In the subsequent year, the protectors can be easily 
reopened and then placed on the new terminal shoot. 
Repeat this process on a yearly basis, so that your wood 
can enjoy permanent protection.

TREE PROTECTOR
Effective measure against game browsing, birds or buck rubbing
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For many forest owners not only game browsing and buck rubs, but also the breaking of terminal 
shoots due to landing birds pose a challenge. However, the culprits, such as game or rabbits can 
be kept from this without using any chemicals. The mechanical, nature-friendly solution for this 
problem are our tree protectors.

SHORT PROTECTOR  
for strong terminal shoots

 Reusable

 Economic

 Simple application

 Available in dark blue, orange and yellow 

BIO-DEGRADABLE  
SHORT PROTECTOR

  Out of renewable raw materials

  Consumed by micro-organisms when in direct  
contact with the soil

 Available in light blue

LONG PROTECTOR  
for weak terminal shoots

 Protects from buck rubbing and birds

  For Christmas-tree and against the formation  
of tree forks 

 Suitable for Larch, Douglas fir and hardwood

 Available in dark blue


